Equational theories underly many elds of computing, including functional programming, symbolic algebra, theorem proving, term rewriting and constraint solving. In this paper we show a method for implementing many equational theories with a limited class of logic programs. We de ne regular equational theories, a useful class of theories, and illustrate with a number of examples how our method can be used in obtaining e cient implementations for them.
Introduction
Every scienti c discipline rests on particular notions of equivalence or equality, and these notions di er in both their theoretical and computational properties. To appreciate the diversity of notions one need look no further than the large literature for symbolic algebra, functional programming, logic programming, algebraic program semantics, automated theorem proving, term rewriting systems, and constraint satisfaction.
How should one go about implementing equational theories? This is apparently a di cult question to answer well, if the volume of literature is any indicator. Still, the more one understands this question and di erent approaches for answering it, the more one senses common themes with variations. It would be useful if these themes could be brought out and made explicit. This paper describes one framework for answering this question. Our contribution is to identify a suitable axiomatization, in a suitable form, of a subtheory of the usual theory of equality, and to argue that it can be used as a formal theme, or paradigm, in (re)constructing many variations. Since the usual theory of equality is a Horn theory, subtheories can be expressed naturally with logic programming. Nevertheless, having a suitable form for its axiomatization is crucial in obtaining useful computational implementations. We call theories generated by our axiomatization Regular Equational Theories (RETs), since they can be speci ed with something like regular expressions. The contribution is similar in ways to the development of De nite Clause Grammars (DCGs) 15] , in that it tries to identify a general equational`paradigm' for logic programming, in which programmers can express computationally useful subtheories of the standard equality theory. The paradigm is very simple. We will show also that it works very well in practice, running surprisingly fast on Prolog systems and having a theory that supports compilation techniques. It also gives new perspective on laziness and control, and the relationship between functional programming, logic programming, term rewriting, and automated theorem proving.
A critical part of any research like this is experimentation on a large number of examples. Paradigms take time to evolve from the ooze. Also, paradigms are sometimes best appreciated both when worked out in the privacy of the reader's brain, and when studied as a large ensemble. A paper like this is not the right place to present a large ensemble, so we encourage the reader to consider working with some sample RETs. About twenty RET programs in Prolog are available from the authors, and can be retrieved over the Internet as file://pop.cs.ucla.edu/pub/eq/Distribution.shar.Z. A complete version of this paper, with proofs of theorems, is available there also.
The Axioms of Equality
The equality relation is one of the most important in logic. It alone is su cient for developing very useful mathematical theories in rst-order logic.
The set Eq of axioms of equality in rst-order logic is de ned as follows:
R: Re exivity axiom T: Transitivity axiom
The standard transitivity axiom for equality is: The set of axioms Eq is augmented by a set E of (user-de ned) assertions. For now, these assertions can be assumed to take the Horn form (l ) r) q where l and r are rst-order terms, and q is an optional query (conjunction), rendering the equation conditional. The query q must obey restrictions discussed later. 1 There are many equivalent forms of equality axioms. We believe that it is widely agreed that the above are their most natural forms, but for one exception: functional substitutivity. The following alternative form seems to have equal claim to being most natural: F 0 : For each n-ary function symbol f , 8x1 : : : 8xn 8y1 : : : 8yn f (x1; : : : ; xn) = f (y1; : : : ; yn) x1 = y1 ; : : : ; xn = yn: Nevertheless in this paper we will rely on F instead of F 0 .
Previous Work
The axiomatization above has positive and negative aspects. On the positive side, the axioms are all Horn sentences, and so are easily implemented in computational logic systems. On the negative side, the axioms can be composed (via resolution) in so many ways that it is not feasible to search for proofs using them naively. One learns quickly that careless use of the equality axioms can yield computationally useless systems | systems that are not practical in any implementation.
Since the initial work on implementing equality-processing subsystems in automated theorem provers in the 1960's, hundreds of attempts have been made to develop useful systems. Such concepts as paramodulation, demodulation and simpli cation, uni cation with equality, resolution with equality, narrowing, and ultimately what we now refer to as`term rewriting' are descendants of this continuing development. A good recent review of this evolution may be found in Chapter 1 of 7] .
To date, successful approaches have concentrated on implementing specialized equational theories that are important for some eld. Functional programming, for example, typically uses the axioms only in an applicative form, in which any user-de ned equation f (t 1 ; : : : ; t n ) = g is represented as f (x 1 ; : : : ; x n ) = y x 1 = t 1 ; : : : ; x n = t n ; g = y | a consequence of transitivity, function substitutivity, and the user's equation. Logic programming has succeeded because programmers have sublimated their desire to use the equality relation; for example using sum(X,Y,Z) instead of X+Y=Z. Prolog has managed quite well with only the re exivity axiom. A variety of other specialized theories are summarized in 9].
A complication of concentrating on specialized equational theories is that every implementation carries involved assumptions and restrictions on use. It can be di cult to`reuse' such work in developing new programs. Our interest has recently been in going back to axioms of Eq in an attempt to logically reconstruct some of the results in handling equational theories, and (hopefully) extract themes of general applicability.
This work is an outcome of several years' work in developing and reasoning about equational systems, functional programming systems, and term rewriting systems in logic programming. Cheng 2], Narain 13] , and Parker 14] each developed fairly extensive implementations of such systems. Van Emden and Yukawa 20] has in common with the present paper that it obtains an executable logic program for rewriting by selecting computationally useful theorems about equality. The resulting program has the disadvantage that a separate check for canonicality is needed, thereby detracting from e ciency. This defect was corrected by Cheng and Yukawa 5] at the expense of adding a third argument to some of the equality predicates to serve as a ag. This detracted from the declarative quality of their logic program. Richards 18] solved the problem with 20] in a declarative way by explicitly reasoning about the one-step rewrite relation. We have used this idea in the second proof of Theorem 1 below.
Our method is not intended to be compared side-by-side with any scheme for implementing a specialized class of theories. The emphasis here is not really on performance, although the method does perform well on a wide range of theories. Nor is it on completeness, although it is not di cult to implement complete search strategies, or to integrate tools like the Knuth-Bendix completion procedure. The emphasis is on identifying subtheories of Eq that are of general applicability in programming, and which permit some separation of speci cation from execution. This emphasis also permits us to logically reconstruct di erent compilation techniques for equations (such as 12]), and get perspective on di erent proposals for implementing equality.
Considerations in Implementing Equality
Overall, our objective is to identify and implement computationally useful subtheories of equality, i.e., subtheories of the full equality theory that are amenable to practical computer implementation. We are interested in implementations of equality using logic programming systems with a xed computation rule, such as Prolog with its left-to-right goal selection and top-to-bottom clause selection rules. In other words, we are interested in logic programming implementations of equality, with some emphasis on the word programming.
The following principles have in uenced the design of our method:
Subtheories of equality are enough Implementing the full equality theory is only rarely necessary. The symmetry axiom can often be discarded by following the convention that the equality theory be used as a`simpli er', so the right argument is always`simpler' than the left. Some substitutivity axioms can also often be discarded, as we will show in Section 4. As in 3, 5, 18] we can implement an equational system in Prolog by rst developing a Prolog specication for the equality theory as suggested here, and then relying on compilation techniques to speed it up. This approach has the advantage that it is provably correct, and yields e cient programs when the equality theory is well-written.
Computational behavior of equality theories should be comprehensible
There must be a simple model of the execution of the program; it is not enough that there be aǹ equality theory'. It must be clear where the equality predicate is being used, what its evaluation strategy is, and what computational complexity it will exhibit.
Computational Implementation of the Axioms of Equality
The method we propose develops directed equational theories as rewrite relations, which derive the equation s = t when the term s can be rewritten to t as a result of a nite reduction sequence. Rather than base the derivation on the standard axioms given above, we will formulate mini-theories of equality that can be justi ed as subtheories of Eq. These mini-theories de ne subsets of the equality relation (regarding these relations as sets of pairs). The subsets are large enough to contain the desired results of rewriting and are de ned by axioms of a form that quali es as a logic program. As a result the e cient Prolog theorem prover can obtain the result of rewriting at a cost in time and memory that makes this method of practical interest. To obtain our mini-theories, we introduce of di erent predicate symbols eq i for i = 1; 2; : : : that, though di erent, all have as same meaning the equality symbol used above. Thus we add to Eq the clauses eq i (X; Y ) $ X = Y for whatever values of i we need.
We then collect theorems about the eq i from the axioms in Eq. These theorems can be used as sole de nition of eq i , that is, not using the axiom eq i (X; Y ) $ (X ) Y ). In this way the theorems de ne a subrelation of equality; that is, they constitute a mini-theory as referred to above.
The Regular Equational Theory Paradigm
Our method is to use the following equational paradigm when developing logic programs:
eq(x; y) eq 2 (x; y) (directed equality) eq 2 (x; z) eq 1 (x; y); eq 2 (y; z) (transitivity) eq 2 (x; x) (re exivity) eq 1 (x; y) (x ) y) (rule reference clause) eq 1 (f(x 1 ; y; :::; z); f (x 2 ; y; :::; z)) eq 1 (x 1 ; x 2 ) (substitutivity for f ) eq 1 (f(x; y 1 ; :::; z); f (x; y 2 ; :::; z)) eq 1 (y 1 ; y 2 ) (substitutivity for f ) . . . . . . eq 1 (f(x; y; :::; z 1 ); f (x; y; :::; z 2 )) eq 1 (z 1 ; z 2 ): (substitutivity for f )
The rule reference clause eq 1 (X; Y ) (X ) Y ) states that two terms are equal if one rewrites to the other. The substitutivity rules are included for each function symbol f of positive arity appearing in the user-de ned equations E. As mentioned, equations in E have the general conditional form (l ) r) q de ning the binary predicate`)'. For reasons that we will clarify later, we require that the condition q always have a nite proof tree 11]. (Speci cally, this requirement prohibits use of eq or eq 2 in any condition q, in order to exclude recursions that would go beyond our paradigm.) This paradigm discards the symmetry axiom. It adopts a directed view of equality in which the left argument of eq is always found equal to the right argument after some number of user-de ned rewriting steps. It may be possible to incorporate symmetry or other extensions in the paradigm, but we will not consider that here.
All programs shown below adopt this paradigm. It includes most of the axioms of equality in Eq, as labeled, but with a particular structure: the predicate eq 2 forms the re exive transitive closure of the rewrite relation de ned by eq 1 , which comprises user equations and function substitutivity.
It is important to stress that, with this paradigm, the ordering of equational axioms can matter. In Section 4 this is actually shown to be useful. Logic programming systems rely on a computation rule and search rule in nding proofs to queries 11]. For example, Prolog's SLD interpreter consumes goals completely before dismissing them, and processes rules top-to-bottom. This requires us to nd orderings for the equality axioms that will guarantee completeness. Without care, in nite recursion and prodigious backtracking result. Using the ordering above and the top-to-bottom search rule, SLD resolution will nd longer equational proofs before it nds shorter proofs; we believe this corresponds well to nding`interesting' equations.
We call this the regular equational theory (RET) paradigm, and the logic programs developed using it regular equational theories, for reasons explained later. With it we (the`user') wish to derive consequences of these assertions using the equality relation, and do so in a computationally useful way. First, we run through several examples illustrating how this can be done.
Example 1: Combinatory/Functional Programming
This equational theory, while limited, is computationally very useful and can be implemented directly in logic programming systems like Prolog. Let us illustrate this with a few examples. Consider the Prolog clauses succ : X => s(X). twice : F => t(F). t(F) : X => F : (F : X).
de ning the combinators twice and succ, where`:' is a left-associative application operator. The equality theory above can be specialized for the binary function symbol : to obtain: (0) ))))))))))))))).
In fact, Prolog is faster in obtaining this solution than are many Lisp systems, which rely on uninspired implementations of combinators (`lambdas'); see 3].
Example 2: Algebraic Simpli cation
As another example, let us consider a simple set of equations for simplifying conjunctions in Boolean algebras to normal form, adapted directly from 16]:
% reflexivity eq1((X1*Y),(X2*Y)) :-eq1(X1,X2). % substitutivity eq1((X*Y1),(X*Y2)) :-eq1(Y1,Y2).
% substitutivity eq1((X1+Y),(X2+Y)) :-eq1(X1,X2).
% substitutivity eq1((X+Y1),(X+Y2)) :-eq1(Y1,Y2).
% substitutivity eq1(X,Z) :-(X => Y).
% rule reference clause
Here`*' is Boolean conjunction, and`+' is`exclusive or'. This self-contained equality theory is su cient to implement simpli cation in any Boolean algebra, including theorem proving: simplifying formulas to 1 (validity) or 0 (falsehood). For example, the goal ?-eq( (((p*(1*q))*r)*((1*1)*s)) + (((p*q)*r)*s), NormalForm ).
directly produces the solution:
This approach uses conditional rules, in what is called`ordered term rewriting ' 6, 16] . Ordered term rewriting extends standard term rewriting in that user-de ned rules are permitted to include ordering constraints. The condition greater(X,Y) here insists that X be larger than Y in some term ordering (such as the lexicographic path ordering 6]), su cient to guarantee that the rules in question terminate when rewriting. This theory is interesting in that it raises an issue that is often treated as secondary in equational logic or term rewriting, although it is of central importance in functional programming: if this RET is thought of as a program, the evaluation strategy matters. Since the stream of integers is in nite, we cannot evaluate first(10,primes) by ordinary innermost evaluation: evaluation of intsFrom(2) will never terminate. Fortunately, however, outermost evaluation 17] is su cient for the job.
Example 3: Primes
We will show later that the RET paradigm permits implementation of outermost evaluation very naturally, by considering the ordering of clauses. In a Prolog implementation of RET, positioning the rule reference clause at the start of the eq1 de nition causes rule matching at the outermost level to be attempted rst (before substitivity considers matching on subterms). Thus, outermost rewriting is obtained. A consequence of putting the rule reference clause before substitutivity clauses (at least those de ning substitutivity for the arguments of functions whose evaluation can require potentially in nite computations) is that potentially in nite computations are deferred as long as is possible. Furthermore, as will be discussed in Section 4, some substitutivity axioms can be omitted with no change in semantics. With the RET below, Prolog will solve ?-eq(first(10,primes), P) with P = 2,3,5, The semantics of RET programs are easy to summarize informally. Basically, the predicate eq 1 corresponds to a single narrowing step, while eq 2 corresponds to a (possibly empty) sequence of such steps. Such a sequence need not end in a canonical form; we are interested in conditions under which such would be the case. In this section we present results that more formally characterize the semantics (actually SLD trees) of regular equational theories.
Preliminaries
To make the discussion more precise we use some of the concepts familiar from related literature. We brie y review them here, assuming the reader is familiar with SLD trees 11]. Rewriting and narrowing are closely related | in fact the former is a special case of the latter. Hence we begin with the de nition of narrowing:
Given a term (possibly containing variables) and a set R of rewrite rules, we say that narrows in one step to if (1) has, at position p, a nonvariable subterm 0 that uni es, with most general uni er , with the left-hand side of a rule (l ) r) in R (in which each variable has been renamed to di er from any in , and any variable in r also appears in l) and if (2) is the result of replacing by r the subterm at position p in . Suppose now that is a ground term. Then leaves unchanged and acts as a ground substitution on l to give the subterm 0 . In this special case the above de nition becomes the one for rewriting.
Earlier we stated that conditional rules of the form (l ) r) q are permitted provided that the condition q always has a nite proof tree. This is a useful practical generalization from the situation in which rules must have the conditionless form (l ) r). However it is indistinguishable as far as rewriting or narrowing is concerned, since any correct answer substitutions resulting from a proof with a conditional rule is indistinguishable from a substitution obtained from a rule with no condition. Losing no generality, then, proofs in the remainder of this section will assume that rules have no conditions, Here we will also assume that every variable in r also appears in l, so that rewriting of a ground term always produces a ground term .
SLD Trees obtained by Regular Equational Theories
Let the set P of clauses be the result of translating a set R of rewrite rules. If is any ground term, let T 1 be an SLD-tree for P and the query eq 1 ( ; Z). Theorem 1 can be demonstrated either proof-theoretically or model-theoretically. Model-theoretically, we interpret eq 1 as a binary relation among ground terms that holds i the rst element of a pair rewrites in one step to the second element.
Corollary 1 T 1 is nitely failed i is a canonical term. Corollary 2 Let T 2 be an SLD-tree for P and the query eq 2 ( ; Z).
Then T 2 has a successful derivation that substitutes for Z i rewrites to under R.
Note that Corollary 2 holds independently of the ordering of clauses in P . Hence it does not say anything about where in T 2 the success nodes occur. In other words, it does not say anything about whether Prolog nds a success node.
Corollary 3 If there is no in nite rewriting sequence starting from and if the re exive clause for eq 2 occurs after the transitive clause for eq 2 , then Prolog execution of eq 2 ( ; Z) with program P yields as rst answer a canonical form of .
Regular Equational Theories as Regular Expressions
The previous discussion shows that the semantics of the equational paradigm are naturally summarized using binary relations: eq 2 = eq 1 ; the re exive transitive closure of eq 1 . These are potentially in nite binary relations over the terms in the Herbrand universe U L (ground terms that can be formed with function symbols and constants of a particular logic language L 11]). Viewing regular equational theories as relations gives tremendous perspective on their semantics.
Any proof of an equation using the equational axioms T, R, F, E clearly can be summarized by a sequence of these symbols. Here, the right-linear recursion of the RET paradigm restricts application of the axioms, so that its equational theories can be represented by sequences of symbols like regular expressions. This is the whole justi cation for calling it the Regular Equational Theory paradigm. Corresponding to the equational axioms, de ne the following binary relations on the Herbrand Universe:
R denotes the identity or re exivity relation, satisfying x R x for all terms x in U L . E denotes the binary relation of (user-de ned) rewriting, denoting the set of pairs x E y such that (x => y) is a ground instance of a user-de ned rule.
If P is any binary relation, and F is a set of indexed function symbols (function symbols f along with the index i of some argument of f ), then F P ] denotes one-step functional substitutivity with respect to P , denoting the binary relation f (t 1 ; : : : ; t i?1 ; x; t i+1 ; : : : ; t n ) F P ] f (t 1 ; : : : ; t i?1 ; y; t i+1 ; : : : ; t n ) for each x and y such that (x P y), and for every function symbol f having argument index i in F.
If P and Q are binary relations:
(P Q) denotes the union of P and Q. (P ; Q) denotes the binary relation composition of P and Q. That is, (P ; Q) = f (x; z) j (x; y) 2 P; (y; z) 2 Q g P denotes the re exive transitive closure of P , and satis es the recursive de nition P def = (P ; P )
R:
The relation of F-substitutivity with respect to P is de ned by (overloading the` ' notation mildly) A regular binary relation (RBR) is a binary relation, de ned inductively as follows:
1. R and E are regular binary relations. 2. If P is a regular binary relation, then F P ] and F P ] are also.
3. If P and Q are regular binary relations, then (P Q), (P ; Q), and P are also. Regular binary relations have an interesting theory of their own. Letting` ' denote equality among binary relations, a simple result that will be exploited later is as follows:
Theorem 2 If P is any regular binary relation and F = ff i g where f i is any indexed function symbol, then ( F P ] ) F P ]: Theorem 3 Every theory implementable with the RET paradigm is a regular binary relation. Proof With the RET paradigm, eq 1 = F E], eq 2 = eq 1 , eq = eq 2 , and thus eq = ( F E]) : 2 Theorem 3 gives a nice characterization of the expressive power of the RET paradigm. It also suggests the paradigm is well-suited to implementation in Prolog, which favors linear (stack-oriented) recursion. However, Prolog relies upon a computation rule that orders rules top-to-bottom. An extension of this theorem that takes rule ordering into account is derivable only with a deeper understanding of rule ordering.
Evaluation Strategies and Rule Ordering
It is natural to view the RET paradigm as an evaluation paradigm | a way to reduce functional expressions ( rst-order terms) to`values' (canonical terms) that cannot be rewritten further. This section justi es this view. In fact, Regular Equational Theories can implement not only standard evaluation strategies like innermost and outermost evaluation, but also nonstandard strategies with interesting properties.
Evaluation Strategies
An evaluation strategy is a mapping from terms to terms that speci es the selection and replacement of a (sub)term by another term. It thus de nes a one-step rewrite relation. Usually one is interested in computationally useful (e ective, recursive) strategies for evaluation of a term.
Here let us assume that evaluation is functional evaluation, de ned by rules such as f (t 1 ; : : : ; t n ) = g: In this rule, f is an n-ary function symbol (n 0), t 1 ; : : : ; t n are terms possibly containing variables, and g is a term such that every variable in g also appears among t 1 ; : : : ; t n .
A non-variable term is called canonical if neither it nor any of its subterms uni es with the left side of a rule.
Perhaps the best known way to evaluate a functional expression is to evaluate all arguments before beginning the evaluation of the function itself. This is called eager, applicative order, call-by-value, or innermost evaluation. It can be de ned recursively by:
inner(f(s 1 ; : : : ; s n )) = 8 < :
f (s 1 ; : : : ; inner(s i ); : : : ; s n ) if s i is the leftmost non-canonical argument g otherwise, if is a mgu for f (s 1 ; : : : ; s n ) and f (t 1 ; : : : ; t n ). A more sophisticated evaluation strategy is to interleave evaluation of a function with evaluation of its arguments, doing just enough evaluation of the arguments (possibly none!) before going ahead and rewriting the whole expression using a rule for the function. This is called lazy, normal order, call-by-name, or outermost evaluation. It can be de ned recursively by:
outer(f(s 1 ; : : : ; s n )) = 8 < : g if is a mgu for f (s 1 ; : : : ; s n ) and f (t 1 ; : : : ; t n ) f (s 1 ; : : : ; outer(s i ); : : : ; s n ) otherwise, if s i is the leftmost non-canonical argument. Outermost evaluation is essential when operating on (potentially) in nite structures, such as streams. Innermost evaluation cannot be used successfully for these. A commonly given example of stream processing is the program that computes primes by sieving the sequence of all natural numbers, as we saw earlier.
There are important performance tradeo s between evaluation strategies. Innermost evaluation has a disadvantage when it is not necessary to evaluate the arguments of a function completely in order to obtain its value. On the other hand, outermost evaluation is slower when function arguments must be evaluated completely, as partially-evaluated expressions are often copied multiple times and these copies evaluated independently. Only recent improvement in compilation techniques have put into question the traditional belief that lazy (outermost) functional programming languages are impractical. Laziness can pay o , but only when it is used intelligently.
Implementing Evaluation Strategies
The most interesting result of this section is that with the RET paradigm we can freely combine innermost and outermost evaluation | and we can do this merely by reordering the clauses of eq 1 . The RET paradigm o ers new insights into innermost and outermost evaluation, and is very good for developing new evaluation strategies.
The eq 1 relation de nes an evaluation strategy. Consider a goal eq1(U,V), where U is a ground term. If this goal resolves with the rule reference clause eq1(X,Y) :-(X => Y), then an outermost reduction step is performed. Otherwise, if such a goal resolves with a substitutivity clause, then any outermost reduction is suspended and an innermost reduction step is attempted. As Prolog clauses are presented for resolution in textual order, one can see that our translation has the following property:
Innermost reduction is performed on those arguments for which the substitutivity clause occurs before the rule reference clause, and outermost reduction for the other arguments.
Thus for each function symbol, and for each argument place within each function symbol, we can select whether to evaluate innermost or outermost.
Below we express three evaluation strategies with regular equational theories in Prolog, and illustrate their di erences with the following sample set of rewrite rules: Both of the RETs below extend the de nitions for the`inner' and`outer' functions in a signi cant way: they omit the word \otherwise" from their de nitions. Instead of a function, eq1 de nes a relation. The rule ordering of Prolog considers the use of the rule reference clause in the same order as in the de nitions of`inner' and`outer', but permits alternative evaluations as well (via backtracking). The e ect is identical to these functions whenever the rst solution obtained by Prolog is all that is wanted (which is usual), but in some situations the relational semantics of eq1 can be exploited. Also, the duality between these two evaluation strategies is clearest when the word \otherwise" is omitted.
In functional programming, the t i are normally restricted to be distinct variables. In term rewriting, the t i are restricted to be either variables or canonical terms, and often further that no variable appears more than once among the t i . These restrictions certainly result in useful systems, and the examples in this paper follow the term rewriting restrictions, since they make it easier to reason about the resulting semantics. However there are useful RETs that do not obey these restrictions. For example: twice : F : X => F : (F : X). succ : X => s(X).
The rules given earlier for twice give better performance, but it is important to realize that these two sets of rules have virtually identical semantics.
Just-in-Time' Rewriting
Often the substitutivity axioms are not useful, particularly when we are interested in outermost (lazy) rewriting. For example, with the de nition of plus plus(X,0) => X. plus(X,s(Y)) => s(plus(X,Y)).
substitutivity on the rst argument will never help in successful uni cation, since the rules are linear (i.e., no variable appears more than once in the left of any rule) and the rst argument of plus is always variable. Use of substitutivity on this argument in any proof will have the e ect of evaluating the argument, even though the value of the argument may not be needed later. A more striking example comes from the rules
in which it is clear that evaluation of the second and third argument is not wanted in general: the if-then-else function is non-strict, i.e., its value does not necessarily depend on the value of its arguments.
Just-in-time rewriting is like outermost rewriting then, but di ers in that substitutivity rules are included only for those function symbols appearing as the outermost symbol in a user-de ned rule, and then only for those arguments for which one or more user-de ned rules have a nonvariable term in that argument position. For instance, with the rules above we obtain the following RET:
Just-in-time rewiting can give signi cant performance improvements. The just-in-time RET for the primes program shown earlier runs about twice as fast as the ordinary outermost RET.
5 Implementation Method
The method described above is already an implementation method, since for example the Prolog programs above are all executable as shown. For small problems it is adequate. Compilation techniques can, however, yield faster programs.
Compilation Techniques

The E ect of Compilation Techniques on Performance
In 3], some analysis of the performance of logic programs using a variant of the basic RET paradigm indicated that it executes very fast with modern Prolog implementations. In fact, for the twice program shown earlier, Prolog is faster than many Lisp systems since they lack e cient implementations of combinators. In this section, let us apply all of the techniques discussed in this paper, and show that, from this already fairly fast program, we can further extract large factors in improved performance with appropriate compilation techniques. For all the reasons discussed earlier (simplicity, comprehensibility, compilability, etc.) this suggests the RET paradigm can implement computationally interesting subtheories of equality e ectively, and can be useful as a general programming tool.
Consider the twice program shown earlier, revised according to Theorem 4 as just described, and revised to use machine arithmetic in order to deemphasize the role of structure creation in its performance: This program is much faster than the original; see the table below. But we can do still better. Partial evaluation can now be applied to this program. With a system like the one described in 19], partial evaluation of eq1 yields:
Further compilation techniques can take advantage of the speci c structure of a problem. Consider: The proof relies directly on Theorem 2 shown earlier. Theorem 5 then implies that for this program, an extremely fast eq program is possible:
eq(X1:Y1,Z) :-eq(X1,X2), eq(Y1,Y2), (X2:Y2 => XY), eq(XY,Z). eq(X,X).
Below is a table of resulting timings for the twice program when this and the preceding compilation techniques are used. All times were obtained on a Sun Sparc 10 with Sicstus Prolog 2.1 #9 and compiled execution, averaged over a number of repetitions ranging from 5000 for the rst benchmark goal to 10 for the last. The`(over ow)' entry below is a stack over ow, a result of excessive structure creation. Some problems (like the normalization of conjunctions considered earlier) are just naturally term rewriting problems; others are strict functional programs; others are inherently lazy. Rather than demand a single approach for handling all of these problems, it is advantageous to accommodate many. The Regular Equational Theory (RET) paradigm uni es many of these problem-solving approaches, and is a useful complement to logic programming environments. Despite its simplicity, it yields useful implementations immediately, and with various compilation techniques can attain impressive speed. The RET paradigm gives new perspectives on several approaches for implementing equational theories. Often implementations of term rewriting, algebraic simpli cation, functional programming, etc. can all be viewed as instances of the method here, with speci c evaluation strategies and compilation techniques. Surveying these approaches with this common framework in mind suggests implementation variations and directions for further work.
